The papers of Alan G. Grant, Jr., a Florida attorney who was the originator and promoter of the Freedom Academy concept, were donated to the Eisenhower Library in 2003 by Mr. Grant.

Linear feet shelf space occupied: 13
Approximate number of pages: 30,000
Approximate number of items: 8,700

In January 2003 Mr. Alan G. Grant, Jr. executed an Instrument of Gift for his papers. The donor has assigned to the United States of America all copyrights which he has in the materials being donated or in any of the donor’s writings that may be among other collections of papers received by the U.S. and deposited in a facility administered by NARA.

By agreement with the donor the following classes of documents will be withheld from research use:

1. Papers and other historical materials the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy of a living person.

2. Papers and other historical materials that are specifically authorized under criteria established by statute or executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy, and are in fact properly classified pursuant to such statute or executive order.
The Alan G. Grant, Jr. Papers contain wealth of materials relating to the efforts of Grant and his associates on the Orlando Committee to create a Freedom Academy and a Freedom Commission as a way to train American citizens for psychological warfare with the Communists. Although these efforts to establish such an academy failed, the plans, the public debate, the speeches, the legislative bills, Congressional hearings, and media exposure all offer a significant resource on Cold War attitudes and beliefs and the divisions over how to respond to the Communist threat.

Mr. Grant, an Orlando, Florida attorney, originated the concept of the Freedom Academy in 1952. In 1954 he began bringing the Freedom Academy idea to the attention of Washington officials and members of Congress. He was a key member of the Orlando Committee which organized in 1954 to promote the creation of the Freedom Commission and a Freedom Academy. The Academy was originally called the Lincoln-Petkov Academy. Grant continued to seek government approval of the idea until 1968. His files include correspondence with members of the Eisenhower Administration, including C. D. Jackson, Robert Cutler, and Edward P. Lilly.

Besides members of the Administration, Grant and his associates corresponded with numerous politicians who were both for and against the creation of the Freedom Academy. These included A. Sydney Herlong, Jr., Walter Judd, Thomas J. Dodd, Paul Douglas, Karl Mundt, J. W. Fulbright, George Smathers, Henry Jackson, Strom Thurmond, William Proxmire, Frank J. Lausche, Richard Ichord, and Frances Walter. Other prominent or well-known individuals Grant corresponded with were George Meany, David Sarnoff, and Herbert Philbrick. Grant also had contact with numerous private organizations which may have shared his feelings on the dangers of Communism. These included the Asian Peoples Anti-Communist League, the Cold War Council, the Council Against Communist Aggression, the Christian Anti-Communist League, and the Assembly of Captive European Nations.

The collection has three boxes of clippings and articles from 1954 to 1975 and these materials provide a look at how the media covered the Freedom Academy campaign. In addition, there are about four boxes of printed materials which include copies of Congressional hearings on bills to create the Freedom Academy and on bills to create a National Academy of Foreign Affairs, plus studies, reports, books, and periodicals with comments on political and psychological warfare and the threat of Communism.

Although Grant and his associates secured considerable support for the Freedom Academy in the media and from some members of Congress, including Congressman A. Sydney Herlong, Jr., Senator Walter Judd, Senator Karl Mundt, and Senator Thomas Dodd, and appeared to receive some approval from officials such as C. D. Jackson and Edward Lilly, they also faced strong opposition. The Departments of State and Justice opposed the Academy idea and the Operations Coordinating Board failed to endorse the concept. Some members of the House Un-American Activities Committee also opposed the creation of the Academy. The State Department
promoted its own version, a National Academy for Foreign Affairs. Allen Dulles, head of the C.I.A., wrote a memo in 1959 which states that the support for the Freedom Academy was “based in part on ignorance of what is being done…” [memo located in White House Office, Office of the Special Assistant for National Security Affairs: Records; OCB Series, Subject Subseries, Box 2, Freedom Academy]. Leaders in the Kennedy Administration who voiced opposition to the Freedom Academy were Senator J. William Fulbright and Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.

There are files on the Freedom Academy or the Orlando Committee is some of our other manuscript collections. The Edward Lilly Papers, Box 55 and the C. D. Jackson Papers, Box 81.

This collection has 11 documents (22 pp.) that are still classified and closed to researchers. Sixteen photos and one audio record have been transferred to the Audiovisual Department and 127 books and journals were transferred to the Book Collection.

**BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES**

March 11, 1923 Born in Ohio

Late 1930s Attended Culver Military Academy, Culver, Indiana

1941 Enrolled in Harvard.

1943-1946 Served in U.S. Army, Graduated from Officer Candidate School, Armored School, Fort Knox, Kentucky in June 1944. Served with 552\textsuperscript{nd} Parachute Regiment as First Lieutenant.

1947 Graduated from Harvard, A.B.

1949 Graduated from Harvard Law School, LLB

1949-1955 Member of law firm, Baker, Thornal, and Baker in Orlando, Florida

1950-1953 Chairman of Know Your Enemy Speakers, Orlando Jaycees

1955 Opened his own law office in Orlando

November 2, 1956 Married Marilyn Miller

1954-1968 Promoted the concept of the Freedom Academy and served as a member of the Orlando Committee from 1954 to 1964.

September 16, 2009 Died at Altamonte Springs, Seminole, Florida
SERIES DESCRIPTION

1-23  I. FREEDOM ACADEMY SERIES, 1945-1974

The efforts to promote the creation of the Freedom Academy from 1954 until 1968 are documented in this series. It is divided into Correspondence, Subject, and Orlando Committee Subseries. The Subject Subseries has materials from the Cold War Council and the Council Against Communist Aggression, as well as documents relating to courses and seminars at various colleges and universities of the Armed Forces.

23-24  II. ALAN G. GRANT, JR., PERSONAL SERIES, 1927-2003

Correspondence and clippings relating to Alan Grant’s personal background and his involvement in the promotion of the Freedom Academy.

24-27  III. FREEDOM ACADEMY, ARTICLES AND CLIPPINGS SERIES, 1954-1975

Articles and clippings document efforts for and arguments against the creation of the Freedom Academy.

28-31  IV. PRINTED MATERIALS SERIES, 1955-1967

The series contains books, booklets, periodicals, reports on congressional hearings, and statements concerning the debate over the Freedom Academy as well as studies on national security, Cold War issues, Communist ideology and strategy, and political warfare.
SERIES I: FREEDOM ACADEMY SERIES, 1945-1974, 1988


Box 1

[Freedom Academy Correspondence 1954-1955] (1) - (7) [American Committee for Cultural Freedom; Edward Lilly and Orlando Project; efforts to obtain individuals to serve on Academy board; Curriculum for the Academy; selection of students; Sol Stein; Edward Lilly; C.D. Jackson; Karl Harr; Orlando Committee conference minutes; Harold Stassen; political composition of board of trustees; effort to include an African-American on the Board; James Van Fleet; Edward Lilly and questions of official US government support for the Orlando project; change name From Lincoln –Petkov Academy to Free World Academy; considerations in establishing anti-communist center; David J. Dallin; Sydney Hook; William F. Buckley; James Burnham and criticism of American Committee for Cultural Freedom; Eugene Lyons; Ralph Bunche; World Neighbors, Inc.; comments on the Lincoln-Petkov Academy and the National Academy Organizations; ideologically countering guerrilla warfare in Indochina and elsewhere; Robert Cutler]

[Freedom Academy Correspondence 1956-1958] [Edward Lilly; Sol Stein; N. de Rochefort, American University and Orlando Group proposal]

[Freedom Academy Correspondence, 2-2-59 to 5-1-59] (1) - (2) [includes By-laws of Orlando Committee for the Free World Academy, Inc, 1955; Volume of documents concerning charter of Orlando Committee; Congressman A. Sydney Herlong, Jr. and introduction of legislation proposing a Freedom Commission and Freedom Academy; news clippings and articles regarding the proposed legislation; print of H.R. 3880; Representative Herlong’s speech concerning the legislation; Walter Judd, Christians, Indian Prime Minister Nehru and communism; Upholsters’ International Union of North America; David Sarnoff]

[Freedom Academy Correspondence: Freedom Academy Act to 1959] (1) - (4) [Some 1955 material but primarily 1958-1959; Draft text of Freedom Academy Act; efforts to obtain Congressional support; Ralph de Toledano and Richard Nixon; Edward Lilly; Povl Bang-Jensen & Hungarian freedom fighters; Stanislaw Mikolajczyk and photographs taken in 1942 of Polish children in Soviet labor camps; Congressman A. Sydney Herlong, Jr.; Nicholas de Rochefort]
(1) [actually spans period from February to November 1959; Senator Thomas Dodd and Khrushchev visit to the United States; House Un-American Activities Committee; Congressman Herlong and opposition in the Committee to the Freedom Commission Act; Francis Walter and communist training operations; Arthur McDowell statement on S. 1689; Andrew Biemiller, AFL-CIO and S. 1689; Senator Paul Douglas; Herbert Philbrick; Leo Cherne testimony including criticism of Reverend Billy Graham’s comments on the USSR; Alan Grant’s testimony]

Box 2

[Freedom Academy Correspondence] Freedom Academy Act 5-21-59 - 9-14-59 (1) - (2) [Arleigh Burke; Edward Lilly; CIA training schools; Cuba; Lawrence Walsh and Justice Department views on H.R. 3880; David Sarnoff; Charles Wesley Lowry; Walter Judd; George Meany]

[Freedom Academy Correspondence, June 18, 1959 –January 22, 1960] (1)-(3) [C.C. Star criticism; Richard Arens; C.D. Jackson; General C.P. Cabell report on Laos and on Africa; purpose of Freedom Academy; Saturday Evening Post; L. Brent Bozell and Committee for Freedom for All Peoples; Khrushchev’s visit to United States; Nikita Khrushchev and Peaceful coexistence; Arthur McDowell; The National Review; Thomas J. Dodd; Herbert Philbrick; Karl Mundt; Khrushchev’s visit to United States; Testimony by Dr. Gerhard Niemeyer, Joseph Kornfeder, Leo Cherne, Charles Wesley Lowry, C.D. Jackson and Arthur McDowell on S 1689; Suzanne Labin, French journalist]

[Freedom Academy Correspondence – November 17, 1959 – May 23, 1960] (1) - (5) [L. Brent Bozell; Senator Thomas Dodd; Kenneth Keating; Francis Walter, Dick Arens and opposition to the Freedom Academy bill; Senator Dodd and Anglo-American understanding and re anti-Semitism; Francis Walter and Freedom Commission bills; Suzanne Labin’s visit; Kenneth de Courcy “Intelligence Digest” information on Algeria and Chinese influences; Suzanne Labin’s “The Technique of Soviet Propaganda”; Labin and proposed political warfare center for NATO; Povl Bang-Jensen & Hungary]

[Freedom Academy correspondence, April 25 to August 5, 1960] (1) - (4) [withdrawal of President Eisenhower’s invitation to visit Japan; continuing Congressional work on S-1689; Suzanne Labin; Millard Young of JCS J-5 Plans and Policy Directorate; Institute For American Strategy; Hubert Humphrey and Kenneth Keating interview; Arthur McDowell; Richard Arens’ comments on Freedom Commission bill; William F. Buckley; Andrew J. Biemiller and S. 1689; Lev Dobriansky]

[Freedom Academy-Correspondence July 17, 1960 to September 1[13] 1960 (1) - (2) (continuing congressional work on S-1689 & HR 3880; endorsements of the legislation; opposition in House HUAC; Suzanne Labin; Congressional Record]
address by Allen W. Dulles as extension of remarks by Francis Walter plus annotations and comment presumably by Alan Grant; briefing notes on S-1689 with comments on developments in Iraq, Japan, Cuba and Guinea]

Box 3

[Freedom Academy- Correspondence, July 17, 1960 to September 1[13], 1960] (3) - (4) [Washington Post (Robert Estabrook) comments on Freedom Academy bill; Reserve Officers Association, Florida; Leo Cherne remarks at National Training Conference of National Defense Executive Reserve; Daniel Lewis]

[Freedom Academy - Correspondence, September 2, 1960 to November 10, 1960] (1) - (3) [continuing efforts to obtain passage of Freedom Academy bill – S 1689; Fourth Anniversary of Hungarian Revolution; Warren Roberts; J.W. Fulbright; Arthur McDowell and explanation for defeat of S.1689 in the House; opposition of Eisenhower Administration; Daniel Lewis; Adam Clayton Powell and criticism of Fidel Castro]

[Freedom Academy correspondence, November- December 1960 (1) - (3) [Efforts to revive and reintroduce Freedom Academy legislation; Reader’s Digest article; Arthur McDowell; Africa and communist threat]

[Freedom Academy correspondence, Dec 1960 to Feb 1961] (1) - (4) [Plans to reintroduce Freedom Academy legislation; draft of new bill; January 1961 Reader’s Digest article, “World War III Has Already Started”; Millard Young; A. Sydney Herlong; Senator George Smathers; Hardgrove S. Norris; and communism; Alan Grant letter replying to Eleanor Roosevelt regarding the Freedom Academy]

[Freedom Academy correspondence, January 23, 1961 – February 15, 1961] (1) - (4) [S. 822, Freedom Academy Bill; Senate Foreign Relations Committee; McCarthy syndrome of left and right; J. Edgar Hoover; opposition to Freedom Academy by State Department and Justice Department; David Rowe of Yale University Political Science Department; Major General Joseph Harper; Congressman Walter Judd; Arthur McDowell; Ralph McGill and US allies in East Asia]

Box 4

[Freedom Academy correspondence, February 14, 1961- March 24, 1961 (1) - (4) [ Peace Corps; Freedom Academy Bill S. 822; James Burnham; Reprint of Reader’s Digest article of Feb. 1961, “What We Must Do to Win the Cold War”; Senator J. W. Fulbright; Junior League of Columbus, Georgia; State Department and J. Edgar Hoover opposition to Freedom Academy; David Rowe]

[Freedom Academy correspondence, March 1961- May 1961] (1) - (4) [Arthur McDowell and strategy meeting regarding the Freedom Academy bill; contact with Office of the Attorney General; Robert Welch and the John Birch Society; General A.C. Wedemeyer; statement of purpose of the Freedom Academy; John
F. Kennedy letter written in September 1960 with comment on the Freedom University [Academy]; Council Against Communist Aggression

[Freedom Academy correspondence, June 1961 – Oct 1961] (1) - (5)  
[Lawrence O’Brien; Senator Henry Jackson and testimony on national security; George Sokolsky and Young Americans For Freedom; David Lawrence and letters from Mississippi Senators and Congressmen and from other Senators and Congressmen regarding the Freedom Academy; John Seigenthaler, Administrative assistant to Attorney General Robert Kennedy; re negative Justice Department report on S. 822 and idea of Freedom Academy; Senator Strom Thurmond and memorandum regarding informational programs involving military personnel; political support for S.822; Senator Proxmire re Freedom Academy bill; Arthur McDowell letter to Marquis Childs summarizing McDowell’s early work in democratic socialist activities and his split with Americans for Democratic Action over perceptions of communist threat; William Kintner; John Birch Society; Senator Karl Mundt letter to President Kennedy regarding S. 822; Florida Minutemen]

[Freedom Academy Correspondence, Nov 1, 1961 – Feb 25, 1962] (1) - (4)  
[Arthur McDowell and S.822; William Kintner; Council Against Communist Aggression; John O.M. Bockris; Julian Amery article “Of Resistance” with comments on Tito and Mihailovich in Yugoslavia; Justice William O. Douglas television broadcast “Foreign Policy at Home and Abroad” with comments on US foreign aid to underdeveloped nations, Mossadegh in Iran, US preoccupation with military solutions, Peace Corps, Cuba; Katanga; Bang-Jensen Memorial Fund; Lee White, Assistant Special Counsel to the President; American Security Council; Fulbright memo re military personnel and the cold war; Congo; Edward Lansdale and letter from a Vietnamese doctor regarding threat of communism]

Box 5  
[Freedom Academy Correspondence March 1, 1962 to June 30, 1962] (1) - (5)  
[Agency positions, Senate Foreign Relations Committee and S. 822; Foreign Service Institute course on counter-insurgency; Senator Strom Thurmond printed article on menace of communism; Roscoe Drummond; Grant letter to Lee White at the White House regarding State Department adverse position on Freedom Academy bill; Cyrus Vance letter stating Department of Defense deference to the State Department on Freedom Academy bill; Senator Paul Douglas and Freedom Academy; Senator J.W. Fulbright; paperback book on Freedom Academy bill; Gallop Poll indication of support for bill; William Kintner’s The New Frontier of War; Robert Weber, Director, International Research Institute, letter re Chinese and Korean War and education for foreign nationals; Arthur McDowell letter to U.S. Commissioner of Education regarding educators and S. 822; Senator Karl Mundt; Senator Thomas J. Dodd]

[Freedom Academy correspondence, July 2, 1962 to November 1962] (1) - (5)  
[Freedom Center in Seoul, South Korea; Alan Grant letter recalling conference with Arthur Schlesinger and re Kennedy Administration cold war research; Gene
Methvin of Reader’s Digest; Senator Thomas Dodd’s reply to Senator Young re S. 822; State Department and S-822; Henry Mayers of the Cold War Council memorandum to McGeorge Bundy re State Department and S-822; contacts with Samuel Belk of the NSC staff; William Kintner and Joseph Kornfeder, The New Frontier of War; Congressman A. Sydney Herlong and opposition to Freedom Academy bill; Senator Karl Mundt; Suzanne Labin; USIA and S. 822; Norman Redlich and Warren Commission; Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.]

[Freedom Academy correspondence, November 1962 to January 1963] (1) - (3) [Gene Methvin of Reader’s Digest; Kennedy Administration proposed legislation; Deputy Undersecretary of State William Orrick, Jr.; Senator Mundt and new Freedom Academy bill; President Kennedy, James Perkins and National Academy of Foreign Affairs; Princess Caradja; Asian Peoples Anti-Communist League (APACL) and APACL Freedom Center in Seoul, Korea; Colonel Jon Pil Kim, Director of Korea’s Central Intelligence Agency and interview regarding communist activities in South Korea; Dean Rusk letter re institution for training officials on foreign affairs matters; Senator Frank Lausch re briefing on Cuba]

[Freedom Academy correspondence, February 1963 to March 1963] (1) - (4) [Cold War Council and non-military and non-economic aspects of world crisis; paper re background, present and future of Cold War Academy legislation; comparison of Freedom Academy bill (S-414) and bill to create National Academy of Foreign Affairs; (S-865-H.R. 3668); James Perkins; Gene Methvin of Reader’s Digest; Senator William Proxmire; Congressman Sydney Herlong; President Kennedy and proposed National Academy of Foreign Affairs; William Kintner; Henry Mayers]

Box 6 [Freedom Academy Correspondence April 1963-Feb 1964] (1) - (8) [Hearings on Freedom Academy bill February 1964; Gene Methvin; Dean Acheson criticism of State Department Foreign Service Academy proposal; US Chamber of Commerce; American Security Council; U.S. Army Special Warfare School; Senator Karl Mundt; Senator Paul Douglas; deactivation of Orlando Committee; Congressional Record statements on study of communism including remarks by Donald Rumsfeld and Hubert Humphrey; The Hungarian Guardian; Senator Frank J. Lausche; John E. Evans and Florida Center For Cold War Education; Cuba; George Meany and AFL-CIO views; General Edward M. Almond; Special Group and counter-insurgency and unconventional warfare; Dr. James Perkins; Eugene Methvin’s article in Reader’s Digest “Let’s Demand This New Weapon For Democracy”; comparisons between Freedom Academy bill (S.414 & HR 5368) with Administration’s proposed National Academy of Foreign Affairs bill (S.865); Alan Grant’s statement to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on S. 414; National Alliance of Russian Solidarists and radio broadcasts to Cuba; Arthur McDowell and communists in Vietnam and Southeast Asia]
[Freedom Academy correspondence, February 1964 to December 1964] (1) - (5)
Herbert Philbrick; Citizens Committee for a Free Cuba; Senator Thomas Dodd; C.D. Jackson’s death; Gene Methvin; American Bar Association; tax breaks for contributions; Norman Redlich as appointee to Warren Commission; correspondence re reported reintroduction of IRBMs into Cuba; John M. Gardner re HR 5368 and HR 3668; Gerald Ford; Alan Grant letter re Mao’s theories and Indo-China; Senator Thomas Dodd and Order of Lafayette; Earl Warren, Norman Redlich and personnel; Senator Mundt and Redlich matter John Richardson, Jr.; House Un-American Committee hearings on Freedom Academy bill; William F. Buckley; Tocsin- anti-Communist newspaper and Norman Redlich

[Freedom Academy correspondence, January to November 1965] (1) - (2)
Edward Lansdale and Vietnam; Senator Fulbright; Congressman Richard Ichord; Department of Defense and Department of State training programs on countering communism including courses on Southeast Asia, East & South Asia, Middle East, Africa and Eastern Europe; American Bar Association Standing Committee on Education Against Communism; Congressman Richard Ichord’s letters to Robert McNamara and Dean Rusk

Box 7

[Freedom Academy correspondence, January to November 1965] (3) - (4) [Arthur McDowell re newspapers and Vietnam; Senator Thomas Dodd; Alan Grant letter to George Meany summarizing history of Freedom Academy efforts; news clippings re Vietnam and re Freedom Academy; Lyndon Johnson; Harvard Guerrilla Unit; Grant letter to William S. White and background on Freedom Academy including comments on Vietnam]

[Freedom Academy correspondence, 1966-1967] (1) - (2) [teacher training school; American Bar Association Standing Committee on Education About Communism; Senator J. William Fulbright; Herbert Philbrick re 50th Anniversary of Bolshevik Revolution; payment from Orlando Committee for a Freedom Academy to Senator Dodd; Grant’s discontinuance of activities on behalf of Freedom Academy legislation]

[Freedom Academy Correspondence – 1988] [Admiral William J. Crowe, Jr. proposal for National Academy for Strategic Studies]

SUBJECT SUBSERIES, 1945-1974

Cold War Council Literature Kit (1) - (2) [non-profit educational organization founded by private citizens to oppose international communism; articles by Henry Mayers, Charles Stevenson (Reader’s Digest) Edmond Taylor; Suzanne Labin; bulletin “Let’s Start Winning the Cold War]
Council Against Communist Aggression (1) - (8) [Vietnam; Korea; Japan; Rhodesia; USSR; disbanding of Orlando Committee for Freedom Academy; Congo; “Fulbright Memorandum re use of military personnel in cold war educational activities; National Alliance of Russian Solidarists; Arthur McDowell and Freedom Academy legislation; Council’s financial operations; Bang-Jensen case and Hungary; Communist China; Dean Acheson’s comments in 1958; George Kennan; anti-Little Rock decision literature; John T. Flynn; Taiwan; China; Free World technical security; Soviet satellites; H. Res. 111 re forced repatriation of POWs to USSR in World War II; David Sarnoff and the cold war; Operation Alert; income tax exemption for Orlando Committee; plan for Free World Academy; 1907 magazine article re Mississippi Governor James K. Vardaman and race issue]

Box 8

[Courses and Seminars; Command and Staff College, Air University – Catalogue, 1960-1961] [Maxwell AFB, Alabama]

[Courses and Seminars; Command and Staff College, Air University – Unit 1 – Individual Skills; 6 September 1960 – 16 May 1961]

[Courses and Seminars; Command and Staff College, Air University – Unit II – International Conflict, 22 September – 24 October 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; Command and Staff College, Air University – Unit III – Command, 25 October – 4 November 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; Command and Staff College, Air University – Unit IV – Staff Organization and Procedures 7 November – 5 December 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; Command and Staff College, Air University – Unit V – Staff in Action, 6 December – 16 December 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; Command and Staff College, Air University – Unit VI – Aerospace Warfare Systems; 3 January to 27 January 1961]

[Courses and Seminars; Command and Staff College, Air University – Unit VII – Military Capabilities Studies; 30 January to 24 February 1961]

[Courses and Seminars; Command and Staff College, Air University – Unit VIII – USAF Plans and Programs; 27 February to 17 March 1961]

[Courses and Seminars; Command and Staff College, Air University – Unit IX – General War; 23 March to 14 April 1961]

[Courses and Seminars; Command and Staff College, Air University – Unit X – Limited War, 17 April to 9 May 1961; draft]
Courses and Seminars; Command and Staff College, Air University – Unit XI – Cold War; 15 to 19 May 1961; briefing draft

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Annual Report, Resident Division 1959-1960

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Contemporary International Politics in the World Economy Curriculum, 27 February to 17 March 1961

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Dedication of the New Academic Building, Tuesday, 6 September 1960

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Economic Capability for International Conflict Curriculum, 17 March to 12 April 1961

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Economic Stabilization Curriculum, 1-24 February 1961

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Foundations Curriculum, 22 August to 29 September 1960

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, International Field Studies, 13 April to 3 May 1961

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Material Management Curriculum, 7 December 1960 to 31 January 1961

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, National Security Objectives, Requirements and Programs Curriculum, 30 September – 28 October 1960

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, National Security Seminar: Presentations and Outlines and Reading List 1960-1961

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, National Security Seminar; Presentation Outlines and Reading List 1961-1962

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Plans and Readiness Curriculum, 10 May to 10 June 1960

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Resources Curriculum, October 31 to December 2, 1960

Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Student Committee Report, The Cold War] June 10, 1960
[Courses and Seminars; Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Student Committee Report, Continued International Tension and Competitive Coexistence (Cold War) June 8, 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; Language and Area Centers, 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; The National War College, 1960-1961]

[Courses and Seminars; The National War College Syllabus For Defense Strategy Seminar, 1960; 11 July-22 July]

[Courses and Seminars; Summary of Training on Communism and Countering Communism in Department of Defense Schools for Personnel of Other Agencies, Private U.S. Citizens and Foreign Civilians]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army Special Warfare School] (1) - (3) [Ft. Bragg, North Carolina; theory and practice of psychological warfare; themes; black and grey propaganda; case of Geheim Sender Eins; communications media; leaflets; economic development and internal security; countering insurgency; morale building; bridge demolition planning; explosives; Communist ideology]

Box 10

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army Special Warfare School] (4) - (9) [small unit patrolling; propaganda program; counter-guerilla warfare; communist ideology; Bolivia; Denmark; Ecuador; Iran; Jordan; Korea; Norway; Nicaragua; South Vietnam; Venezuela; typical Country Team; Alliance For Progress; Julius Caesar; excerpts from speeches by Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy; leaflet examples; intelligence; Bernard Fall; Counter-Insurgency in Indochina; Philippines]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army Special Warfare School; Guerrilla Warfare] [Mao Tze Tung’s writings on guerrilla warfare against Japan during World War II]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army Special Warfare School; Guerrilla Warfare and Special Forces Operations (Appendixes)]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army Special Warfare School; Mr. Alan G. Grant; unclassified orientation given Alan Grant in December 1963]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army War College Course Directive; Course 1, Orientation; 12-20 August 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army War College Course Directive, Course 2, National Purpose and National Power of the United States and the Soviet Union, 22 August – 27 September 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army War College Course Directive, Course 2, Discussion Topic 2-B, Power Analysis of the Nation State, 15 August 1960]

[Courses and Directives; United States Army War College, Course Directive, Course 3, International Relations and United States Foreign Policy, 28 September 1960]

Box 11

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army War College Discussion Topic 3-A, Course 3, The Nation State System, 28 September 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army War College Discussion Topic 3-C, Course 3, The Foreign Policy Process, 28 September 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army War College Course Directive, Course 5, World-Wide Strategic Military Capabilities, 2 December 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army War College Course Directive, Course 7, National Strategy and a Supporting National Military Program, 19 April 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Army War College Reference Manual, US National Strategy and a Supporting Military Program, Chapter 1, the Curricular Theme, 1 July 1960]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Naval War College]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Naval War College, Catalog of Courses, 1960-1962]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Naval War College; Mr. Alan G. Grant] (1) - (4) [directive for Global Strategy Discussions, 1959; invitations; schedule; lecture by Frank Barnett, “New Dimensions in National Strategy”]

[Courses and Seminars; United States Naval War College; Selected Material for the Global Strategy Discussions, June 1959] [includes speeches and articles by Dwight Eisenhower, Robert Murphy, Frank Barnett, Paul Nitze, Arleigh Burke, John Norris, James Shepley, L. Edgar Prina, Hanson Baldwin, Waldo Drake, Association of the U.S. Army, J.C. Delaplain, Sumner Slichter, Theodore Schultz, Ernest Breech, John Kenneth Galbraith, and Lin Yutang]
Courses and Seminars; United States Naval War College Supplement to Catalog of Courses 1960-61

Courses and Seminars; War College, Air University, Instruction Circular; Phase 61-2, The Current World Conflict 26 September 11 November 1960] (1) - (2)

Courses and Seminars; War College, Air University, Instruction Circular, Phase 61-3, Factors Affecting U.S. Military Strategy 14 November 1960 – 20 January 1961] (1) - (2)

Courses and Seminars, War College, Air University Instruction Circular, Phase 61-1, The Bases of International Relations 15 August – 23 September 1960

Box 12

Thomas J. Dodd for Vice President [1964 campaign; Senator Dodd’s criticism of State Department policies toward Cuba, British Guiana, Ghana and the Congo]

Freedom Academy Site Plans] [Florida]

Freedom Commission and Freedom Academy] [Committee Print of S. 1689; also comparative analysis of proposed National Training Academies and Freedom Academy with annotations presumably by Alan Grant commenting on the analysis]

Institute of International Freedom] (1) - (2) [proposal for Committee for International Freedom; proposed Institute of International Freedom, need, objective, cost, benefits, control, and status; c 1956]

Life Line (1) - (2) [transcripts of James Dobbs’ radio broadcasts re public policy issues; includes a program by Arthur McDowell supporting National Freedom Academy]

Miscellaneous 1945-1952] (1) - (3) [Senator Claude Pepper; Alan Grant article critical of Peppers’ speeches on Soviet Union; techniques for controlling emotion; Dean Acheson, Louis Johnson and withdrawal of US forces from South Korea in 1949; Omar Bradley remarks; China and China Lobby; Senator Paul Douglas and Korean War cease-fire negotiations; Owen Lattimore, John Carter Vincent and Joseph Alsop; Alfred Kohlberg; Joseph McCarthy; Congressman O.K. Armstrong and Conference on Psychological Strategy in the Cold War; Florida Jaycees awards manual, 1952-53; Council Against Communist Aggression]

Miscellaneous 1953] [Alan Grant and “Know Your Enemy” Speakers Series; Activities of the Groupements Administratifs Mobiles Operationels (GAMO) to counter Vietminh in Indochina in 1953]
[Miscellaneous 1954] (1) (2) [Elmer Staats, Operations Coordinating Board and the Lincoln-Petkov Academy; Christopher Emmet recommendations re Anglo-American misunderstandings; Fluoridation pamphlet; Robert Anderson speech at National Armed Forces Day Dinner; draft plan for Lincoln-Petkov Academy]

[Miscellaneous 1955] (1) - (4) [Joseph Grew message re Virginia Pasley’s Twenty-One Stayed (American POWs who remained with Communist captors) John Broger]

[Miscellaneous 1956] [draft letter to Henry Ford and H. Rowan Gaither; Karl Harr comments on draft letter]

[Miscellaneous 1957] [draft cold war proposal; Highlander Folk School interracial seminar and allegations of communist training; Dade County Grand Jury reports; testimony of Dr. Frederick Charles Schwarz, Executive Director, Christian Anti-Communist Crusade]

[Miscellaneous 1958] (1) - (2) [Photographs of Polish children in civilian slave camps, USSR 1942 obtained from Stanislaw Mikolajczyk; psychological organization material; issues of The South African Observer; correspondence re Grant’s Freedom Academy proposal; correspondence re suggestion for private schools (Virginian); news articles re: trip to Russia; The New Leader including article by Reinhold Niebuhr on Little Rock desegregation crisis]

[Miscellaneous 1958] (3) - (6) [Styles Bridges remarks; list of research agencies dealing with international affairs; June 1958 issue of The New Leader; House Committee on Un-American Activities; Soviet proposal for Summit; communist propaganda in Canada; military science program; January 1958 issue of The New Leader; Georgetown University Institute of Languages and Linguistics]

[Miscellaneous 1959] (1) - (11) [December 1959 issue of The New Leader; Council Against Communist Aggression document re Free World Commission and Academy; Bang-Jensen Case and U.N. testimony before Senate Internal Security Sub-Committee re S-1689; excerpts from Loy Henderson, Douglas Dillon, Joseph Satterthwaite; Anti-Communist Confederation of Polish Freedom Fighters; November 21 issue of National Review; Chancellor Adenauer’s interview in Le Monde; Life Lines; Pomona College; Charles Willoughby; Nikita Khrushchev’s visit to United States; Soviet espionage; July 4 issue of National Review and article on the Freedom Commission; Thomas Dodd speech re Khrushchev visit; Dr. Fred Schwarz; C.D. Jackson; Suzanne Labin and Soviet propaganda; American Council on Germany; Henry Jackson; Asian Peoples’ Anti-Communist League, Republic of China; Southeast Asia; American Friends of Captive Nations; Congressional committee prints on communist political subversion and on S.1689 re Freedom Commission]

[Miscellaneous 1959] (12) - (21) [individuals to testify in favor of S-1689;]
Arthur McDowell comment re William Donovan, OSS and communists; David Sarnoff; Senator Karl Mundt statement; Representative A. Sydney Herlong, Jr.; Arthur McDowell, invitation to A. Philip Randolph and Refutation of allegation that Orlando group is pro-segregation; Representative Francis Walter and opposition to the Freedom Academy Bill; Edward Lilly and Freedom academy legislation; Subversives Activities Control Board case vs. Communist Party of the U.S.; Life Magazine editorial re a “.Political West Point”; U.S. Government cold war educational activities; Representative Gordon Scherer speech; the Dan Smoot Report; Bang-Jensen; Foundation for Religious Action in the Social and Civil Order (FRASCO); W.H. Reedy, Florida State Representative and speech on race relations in the South

[Miscellaneous 1960] (1) - (7) [Phyllis Schlafly’s “Inside the Communist Conspiracy; Human Events article re Claude Pepper; Independent American articles critical of Federal District Court orders for Desegregation in New Orleans; Suzanne Labin and Soviet political Warfare; Nikita Khruushchev in New York; Soviet youth program; GOP Truth Squad statement on Senator Kennedy and Quemoy-Matsu; John F. Kennedy letter; Foundation for Religious Action; religion and 1960 presidential campaign; issues of Voice and Dawn; also Problems of Communism; Senator Thomas Dodd speech on Freedom Academy bill; ASC Newsletter; Don Bell Reports; Republican Party foreign policy plank - excerpt re nations of Eastern Europe; Christopher Emmet and American Friends of Captive Nations; International Peasant Union]

Box 15

[Miscellaneous 1960] (8) - (12) [Council Against Communist Aggression; nuclear test ban; National Americanism Month Committee; American Friends of Captive Nations; Loyalty Day Rally; Human Events; Foundation for Religious Action in the Social and Civil Order; Polish Freedom Fighters; John Birch Society; speech by Senator Goldwater; Charles Lowry, “Religion and the Soviet Challenge; Herbert Philbrick; Senator Smathers]

Miscellaneous, 1961 [Oct.-Dec.] (1) - (3) [letter on Katanga tragedy; Asian Peoples Anti-Communist League; Assembly of Captive European Nations; Council Against Communist League; Harvard Russian Research Center; Knights of Columbus; Senator Thomas Dodd; Cold War Council]

[Miscellaneous, 1961, September] (1) - (2) [Council Against Communist Aggression; International Peasant Union, 7th Congress; Briefing Paper on Freedom Academy Proposal]

[Miscellaneous, 1961, August] (1) - (2) [anti-Communist program; National Review; International Research Institute, outline of social science research; S.
Arthur Schlesinger; remarks by Roger Hilsam re communist tactic of internal war; Senator Sparkman, Humphrey, Fulbright, and Gore

[Miscellaneous, 1961, July] [Four Freedoms Study Group; Congressional Record, July 20, 1961 re situation in Cuba; Sen. Dodd re situation in British Guiana; Cold War Council; article on Kennedy’s foreign policy by Hans Morgenthau; articles on Eichmann and Jewish identity and Arthur Burns; Benesville Conference]

[Miscellaneous, 1961, June] [Council Against Communist Aggression; program for high school students; transcript of NBC TV show interviewing Wm. O. Douglas on foreign policy; Moral Re-armament ad]

[Miscellaneous, 1961, May] (1) - (2) [Council Against Communist Aggression; Castro and Cuba; Vantage Press book on cold war; speech by Karl E. Mundt at St. John’s University, Freedom Institute Convocation, May 13; The New Leader, articles on Laos, Cuba; briefing paper on Freedom Academy proposal]

[Miscellaneous, 1961, April] (1) - (3) [St. Louis School of Anti-Communism; speech by Arthur G. McDowell re education and labor in democracy; Fourth Dimensional Warfare Committee; Jacobs to Lewis re proposal for Freedom Academy; Virginia Citizens Strategy Panel; Foreign Service Institute]

Box 16

[Miscellaneous, 1961, March] (1) - (3) [Cuba, Che Guevara; International Peasant Union bulletin; Greater St. Louis School of Anti-Communism; National War College, curricula on non-military aspects of Cold War; Council Against Communist Aggression; National Military-Industrial Conference; Philbrick re Peace Corps; Miami Cuban paper, articles on Cuba]

Miscellaneous, 1961 [February] [articles, editorial, column by Drew Pearson promoting Freedom Academy]

Miscellaneous, 1961 [January] [articles, clippings; Senator Smathers; press release, letters between Eisenhower and Sprague; Public Action, Inc.]

Miscellaneous, 1961 [Undated] (1) - (2) [Florida Minutemen; Young Americans for Freedom; letter to Pres. Kennedy; copy of Freedom Commission Act; course outline—historical development of Communism; paper, “How Communists Train Cold Warriors;” service schools and Communism; John Birch Society; “Hungary Under Soviet Rule V”]

Miscellaneous, 1961 [Undated] (3) - (4) [memo re setting up a National Academy of Foreign Affairs; Communist Infiltration of Churches; Committee of One Million against admission of Communist China to U.N.; resolution by Ohio Sons of the American Revolution; Freedom Academy bill; Cold War Council; poster for Victory Resolution; National Security Seminar]
Miscellaneous, 1961 [Undated] (5) - (6) [book chapter on Training for Political Warfare; sermons by Dr. Oswald Delgado]

[Miscellaneous, 1962, Oct.-Dec.] [report of the President’s Advisory Panel on a National Academy of Foreign Affairs; letter from Dean Rusk to Senator Mundt]

[Miscellaneous, 1962, July-Sept.] [Information Council of the Americas; Czech Democratic Federalists; Anti-Communist Liaison; clippings]

[Miscellaneous, 1962, June] [transcript of conversation between Henry Mayers and Arthur M. Schlessinger re Cold War and Freedom Academy, Schlessinger refers to Freedom Academy as “a fake;” clippings; articles; State Dept. opposes Academy; letter, O’Brien to Senator Smathers indicating White House will consider paper by Alan Grant on the Freedom Academy]

[Miscellaneous, 1962, May] [Documents of the Council Against Communist Aggression; radio broadcast for Academy; articles; resolution on establishment of a Freedom Center by the Asian Peoples’ Anti-Communist League; article, “Who’s Stalling the Freedom Academy Bill”]

[Miscellaneous, 1962, April] [nuclear testing; Gallup Polls; APACL Freedom Academy]

Box 17

[Null]

[Null]

[Null]

[Null]

[Null]

[Null]

[Null]

[Null]

[Null]

[Null]

[Null]

[Null]

[Null]
Senator Lausche re failure of Walt Rostow and Senator Fulbright to support the Freedom Academy]

[Miscellaneous, 1963, July] (1) - (2) [Cold War Council booklet, *What Kind of Academy*; Freedom Stamp Foundation, fund raising using references to Freedom Academy; speech by Governor Farris Bryant of Florida re forming a Freedomist Party; Carolina Institute of Political and Social Science]

[Miscellaneous, 1963, June] (1) - (3) [Congressman Fraser to Grant re article by Drummond re National Academy of Foreign Affairs and Freedom Academy; correspondence re Freedom Academy bill, Cuba Committee, and House Un-American Activities Committee; letter, Mayers to Senator Hubert Humphrey re Freedom Academy bill; memo on talk with Dean Rusk; memo of conversation with Dr. Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. re Communists and Cold War; speech by Senator Thomas Dodd, “What Can We do About Cuba?; ” Council Against Communist Aggression; Cold War gap; VFW; OAS report on Sino-Soviet intervention in western hemisphere and use of Cuba as a base for subversion and propaganda]

[Miscellaneous, 1963, May] (1) - (3) [correspondence re threat of Communism and need for Freedom Academy; clippings; statement by Walt Rostow in support of National Academy of Foreign Affairs; statement by Grant to Senate Foreign Relations Committee on S.414, Freedom Academy Bill; transcript of radio interview with Grant, Senator Douglas, Senator Young; Averell Harriman; Senator Mundt; statement by Leo Cherne supporting S. 414 which would create a Freedom Academy over S.865 which would establish a National Academy of Foreign Affairs; statements by Capt. Webb and Morris Leibman; memo on bills to set up Freedom Academy or National Academy of Foreign Relations]

[Miscellaneous, 1963, April] (1) - (2) [articles on nutrition and malnutrition; Arleigh Burke to Grant; statement by Senator Mundt to Senate Foreign Relations Committee in support of S. 414; correspondence in support of the bill; Letter, K. L. London, director of George Washington University, to Senator Mundt re legislative hearings on proposals for National Academy for Foreign Affairs and Freedom Academy held without consulting faculties of local institutions; Frank Coffin, Agency for International Development, to Senator Fulbright, favors President’s plan for National Academy for Foreign Affairs; letters, Fulbright to Mundt re bill]

Box 18

[Miscellaneous, 1963, March] [comparison of Freedom Academy bill and bill to create National Academy for Foreign Affairs; Robert E. Lee re need for National Academy for Foreign Affairs; statement by Grant]

[Miscellaneous, 1963, January-February] (1) - (2) [letter, Gene Methvin, Reader’s Digest, to Grant with transcript of meeting with Nicholas Zumas and Abe Moses of State Dept. re bill for a National Academy for Foreign Affairs which the
Administration is pushing instead of the Freedom Academy; OAS paper re the transfer of funds to American republics for subversive purposes, subversives propaganda, and use of Cuba as a base for Communist subversion; copy of S. 414 and H.R. 352; clippings]

[Miscellaneous, 1964, Aug. - Dec.] [foreign aid; letters from Adamson and Labin re manuscript, “Military Coups and Buddhist Affair in Vietnam”]

[Miscellaneous, 1964, April - July] [letter, Grant to Gerald Ford re Norman Redlich, a consultant to the Warren Commission, and a member of the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, an alleged Communist front organization; clippings]

[Miscellaneous, 1964, Jan. - Feb.] (1) - (2) [statement by chairman of House Un-American Activities Committee at hearings on Freedom Academy bill; letters to the chairman from government agencies and committees, some are for it and others are for the National Academy; Henry Mayers, Cold War Council, statement at hearings; Part 1 of HUAC hearings]

[Miscellaneous, 1965] [letter, Douglas MacArthur II to Rep. Ichord re Foreign Service Institute training on Communism, with date sheets; bills, H.R. 9713 and 936 to create Freedom Academy and National Academy of Foreign Affairs]

[Miscellaneous, 1966] [letter to Grant from Senate Select Committee on Standards and Conduct re Senator Thomas J. Dodd and payment he received from the Orlando Committee for Free World Academy; paper, The Business Gap in the Cold War” Council Against Communist Aggression]

[Miscellaneous, 1967 - 1974] [peaceful co-existence; Barnett, American Bar Association, possible summer institute; radio series]

[Miscellaneous, undated] [press release on the disbanding of the Orlando Committee for the Freedom Academy]

[Miscellaneous, undated, Freedom Academy](1) - (4) [Citizens for Freedom, Inc.; plan to counteract Communism; statement by Grant on S. 414; plan for Free World Academy; reasons for the project; reasons for selecting Georgia for the site; outlines for 2nd and 3rd grade and more advanced classes; brief biographies of important Americans; principles of democracy; purpose and statement of Academy and S. 1689; congressional findings]

Box 19 [Miscellaneous, undated, Freedom Academy] (5) - (6) [course outline, World Communism; proposals for Committee for International Freedom and Institute of International Freedom; paper, The Place of the AO in Local Politics; paper critical of Senator Claude Pepper’s comments which Grant believes are pro-Communist]
[Miscellaneous, undated, Freedom Academy] (7) - (8) [American government schools and Communism; citizenship training; text of speech by Walter Judd, 3-18-61, re Freedom Commission bill; Emmet, American Friends of the Captive Nations, believes defense debate is irrelevant; speech by Herbert Philbrick, The Communists Seek to Use Our Youth; Freedom Foundation at Valley Forge, booklet; manifesto by Freedom of Choice, U.S. critical of Supreme Court and “civil righters”]

[Miscellaneous, undated, Freedom Academy] (9) - (10) [two talks by Fletcher Reed re Communism; plan for Free World Academy; plan for counteraction against Communism, Orlando Group and Council Against Communist Aggression; papers on Communist Party; talk on conditions in Russia; outline on Communist Police State; conference, Communism and Young Adult]

[Miscellaneous, undated, Freedom Academy] (11) - (14) [drafts for speech or paper for bill on Freedom Commission and Freedom Academy, includes problems caused by Cuba; Church League of America; National Security Commission; comments on expanding Communist threat, penetration into Cuba and Iraq; lecture by Rex Huffman re Iron Curtain; ads from Newsweek]

**ORLANDO COMMITTEE SUBSERIES, 1954-1966**

[The Orlando Committee], Letters from Album, [1954] (1) - (2) [reasons why academy of counteraction to slow Communist expansion may not work; conference, Jan. 9, 1955 in NYC by Orlando Committee; letter, Robert Amory, Jr., CIA, to Grant & Committee, 12-21-54, doubts feasibility of their solution; Frederick Barghoorn, Yale Univ., to Orlando Committee, Dec. 3, 1954 is concerned with their plan and opposed to using Communist or Fascist methods to fight totalitarianism; William Bond, New Leader, to Orlando Committee, Nov. 18, 1954, already are numerous organizations devoted to anti-Communism; Chester Bowles agrees with their plan; Ralph Bunche finds their objective interesting; James Burnham offers some criticism of their plans; Wallace Carroll, promote decency and not anti-Communism; George Catlin warns them that they will get little encouragement and may bankrupt themselves; Whitaker Chambers; other letters favorable to Committee plans; Paul Linebarger suggests an independent organization will run out of money; Eugene Lyons doesn’t think their plan will work, opponents of Communism are not united; Max Millikan, MIT, Center for International Studies, mentions their programs at MIT and suggest reservations about the Committee’s project; William Pfaff sees potential problems with the organization getting out of control and moral or ideological basis; memo, Pool to Pitzele re Lincoln-Petkov Academy; David Reisman suggests India as place for their headquarters; Philip Selznick; George Sokolsky; Karl A. Wittfogel, plan says a lot about Communism and not much about its key ideas]
The Orlando Committee [Early Documents, 1955-1959] [letter from Sol Stein, American Committee for Cultural Freedom; report on 2nd conference by Orlando Committee, Hotel Astor, NYC, Feb. 13, 1955, transcript of meeting, includes Grant, Leo Cherne, C. Emmet, Sidney Hook, and Edward Lilly; letter, Lilly to Pitzele, attitude of government officials is a “benevolent neutrality;” plan for the Lincoln-Petkov Academy and the National Academy Organization; report on subcommittee meetings, Jan. 18 & 25, 1955; letter to Robert Cutler; Institute for American Strategy]

The Orlando Committee, Letter to Kennedy White House, May 10, 1961 [31 page letter addressed to Lee White at the White House, re bill to create Freedom Academy]

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest, Draft Manuscripts (1) - (7) [text of hearing at U.S. Senate; briefing papers on Freedom Academy Proposal; speech by David Martin, “Betrayal of Draza Mihailovich;” article by Admiral Burke, “Where America is Weakest;” notes by Gene Methvin, Reader’s Digest; drafts of manuscript re Communists and how and what they teach]

The Orlando Committee, Correspondence, Reader’s Digest Article (1) - (6) [correspondence re Freedom Academy Bill, 1963, and support for Freedom Academy; outline for course on International Communism; Northwood Institute; program for Ohio Student Councils Conference]

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest Article-Pending, 1958-1964 (1) [Report of the Committee on Cold War Education, National Governors’ Conference, 1-1-65; letters from Council Against Communist Aggression re Vietnam, Cuba, and Hollywood Ten; article on Communism in Cuba; article, “Are Soviet Missiles in Cuba?”; article on Poland; Peaceful co-existence—a Communist Blue Print for Victory]

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest Article-Pending, 1958-1964 (2) [report by Standing Committee on Education Against Communism, American Bar Association, Aug. 1964; Fidel Castro; guidelines for Cold War, National Strategy Committee, American Security Council; Council Against Communist Aggression; proposals for Republican Platform]

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest Article-Pending, 1958-1964 (3) [The Committee of One Million—against admitting China to UN; Captive Nations Week, 1964; Universal Exchange, task forces on science, brotherhood, law and order, police, education, peace, and universal understanding of God; paper on revolt of young Communist intelligentsia]

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest Article-Pending, 1958-1964 (4) [booklet on Americans for Competitive Enterprise System; letters and papers]
from the Council Against Communist Aggression; Soviet Jews: Operation Amigo; paper by Wm. Cunningham re Freedom Academy]

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest Article-Pending, 1958-1964 (5) [ABA, report by Comm. on Education Against Communism; Free Europe Committee; House Committee on Un-American Activities; Foundation for Religious Action in the Social and Civil Order; American Friends of Vietnam; Citizens for a Free Cuba; report by Senator Strom Thurmond supporting the Freedom Academy and commenting on Soviet threat; correspondence]

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest Article-Pending, 1958-1964 (6) [correspondence, re Freedom Academy, problems in Latin America, Cuba, Red China, John Birch Society, FSI-two week course on Communism; newsletter by anti-communist organization; statement by W. Averell Harriman, Feb. 20, 1964 to HUAC]

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest Article-Pending, 1958-1964 (7) [Senator Thomas Dodd press release and remarks to Senate, Feb. 10, 1964, re Communist Cuba activities and need for Freedom Academy; Asian Peoples’ Anti-Communist League, conference re captive people; House Committee on Un-American Activities, hearing dates, Feb. 18-20, 1964; Dean Acheson re Freedom Academy; Senator Dodd speech, Jan. 14, 1964; Mayers to Grant re testifying to the Jackson Committee]

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest Article-Pending, 1958-1964 (8) [correspondence re U.S. security and need for Freedom Academy; articles on guerilla war; W.E. Greene; Senator Karl Mundt]

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest Article-Pending, 1958-1964 (9) [correspondence re Freedom Academy and efforts to pass bill; Cleveland Freedom Council, Inc.; Anti-Communist Liaison, Edward Hunter; Cold War Council]

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest Article-Pending, 1958-1964 (10) [Asian Peoples’ Anti-Communist League Freedom Center in Korea; letters re Freedom Academy and article in Reader’s Digest; Edward R. Murrow, Director of USIA, to Frances Walter, Chairman of Committee on Un-American Activities, he supports President’s proposal for a National Academy of Foreign Affairs; Departments of State and Defense also support the President’s proposal rather than the Freedom Academy; Senator Strom Thurmond re Young Americans for Freedom]

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest Article-Pending, 1958-1964 (11) [paper, supplement to Green Book Comparison of Freedom Academy Bill and bill to create a National Academy of Foreign Affairs; Arthur McDowell, Council Against Communist Aggression, comments on Marx, Stalin, Castro, and refers to
Robert Welch, founder of the John Birch Society, as a “public Tom Fool” and “a self-appointed Messiah;” clippings, 1961

The Orlando Committee, Reader’s Digest Article-Pending, 1958-1964 (12) [Congressional Record, Aug. 26, 1960, Freedom Commission Bill; article by J. Edgar Hoover, “Communist Illusion and Democratic Reality,” Dec. 1959; letter from Deputy Attorney General Lawrence Walsh indicates Dept. of Justice approves of the concept of educating people about the dangers of Communism but doesn’t see the need for another agency, such as the Freedom Commission and the Freedom Academy, May 18, 1959; letter, Haldeman to Grant re investigation speech by Grant and references to ex-Senator Pepper; supplement to Orlando Group proposal]

Box 22

The Orlando Committee, Re. Reader’s Digest Article-Unanswered Letters [1963] (1) - (7) [letters concerning the article and generally favoring Freedom Academy; newsletter, Christian Crusade, April 1963; booklet, The Communist Conspiracy; study, The Technique of Soviet Propaganda, 1960]

The Orlando Committee, Newspaper Clippings, [1963] [bills for National Academy of Foreign Affairs and Freedom Academy; H. L. Hunt]

The Orlando Committee, Newspaper Clippings, [1962] [articles on book by Alexander Solzhenitsyn, One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich; book by William Kinter and Joseph Kornfeder, The New Frontier of War, supports idea of Freedom Academy; State Dept. opposes Freedom Academy bill; Senator Mundt]

The Orlando Committee, Newspaper Clippings, 1961 (1) - (3) [article on Freedom Academy and Senate Bill 822; article comparing U.S. versus British attitudes on nuclear war and “red or dead” issue; report on the Bang-Jensen Case, internal security; Fulbright and Goldwater on goal of foreign policy; Moscow has Friendship University; Saturday Evening Post endorses the Freedom Academy; Freedom Builders of America re threat of Communism and threat of being brainwashed; congressional leaders who support the Freedom Academy]

The Orlando Committee, Newspaper Clippings, [1960] [article on U.S. voters being swayed by Communist gains, Samuel Lubell; Florida Magazine article on Grant and push for Freedom Academy; Louis Kilgore, president of Orlando Committee; Senate passes Academy bill; religion a Cold War hope; .State Dept. blocks bill on Academy; speeches by Khrushchev]

The Orlando Committee, Newspaper Clippings, 1959 [J. Edgar Hoover; case of Bang-Jensen, Danish diplomat, death due to suicide or murder by Soviets; Academy bill; business men to be trained not to be “Ugly American;” Rep. Frances Walter; Rep. A. H. Herlong; Rep. Walter Judd; Communist takeover in Cuba; Council Against Communist Aggression; resolution on national security; excerpts from editorials on the Freedom Commission Act]
The Orlando Committee, Newspaper Clippings, [undated] [article by Roscoe Drummond, Why No Arsenal to Win Cold War?]

Box 23

[Private Freedom Academy, 1966] [Freedom Studies Center, near Boston, Virginia, education gap, course outline, list of sponsors]

[Private Freedom Academy, 1965](1) - (2) [Senator Dodd; National Governors’ Conference. 1-1-65, Report of the Committee on Cold War Education; manual for academy

SERIES II. ALAN G. GRANT, JR., PERSONAL, 1927-2003


Alan G. Grant, Jr.[Personal], 1953-56 (1) - (3) [Council Against Communist Aggression, program to educate high school students against Communism; letter critical of U.S. students vs. Russian; donations; Senator George Smathers; notary public certificate; Nov. 1955, Grant opens offices for general practice of law; memo re participation by lawyers in public affairs of Florida Bar; League of Women Voters; Stein to Bowles re Free World Academy; Grant to Bartlett re tax return; Florida politics; Leroy Collins; 1954 FOA paper, Leadership and Revolution in Middle East and Asia; David S. Craig, property appraisal and sale; Kiwanis Club]

Alan G. Grant, Jr., Personal, 1957 [Henry Leverich, Dept. of State, to Grant re American policy on Hungary, statements by Henry Cabot Lodge; S. M. Levitas re raising money for publication, The New Leader]

Alan G. Grant, Jr., Personal, 1959 (1) - (3) [correspondence and article re death of Povl Bang-Jensen, member of UN Committee investigating Soviet action in Hungary; booklet, Massive Attack by Aldrich Blake, opposes civil rights laws; Senate hearings on Freedom Commission and Freedom Academy, S. 1689; hearings of House Committee on Un-American Activities, Feb. 25, 1960 re Communist activities and propaganda; Focus, Inc., Freedom of Choice Amendment—anti-civil rights effort]

Alan G. Grant, Jr., Personal, 1961 [letter, Grant to President, 12-15-61, re UN actions in Katanga; Osborn Elliott, editor of Newsweek, re article on growth of right-wing extremism; letter by Grant critical of article; Arleigh Burke re Cuba and Communists; Povl Bang-Jensen; two ways of viewing the Cold War on
victory, national purpose, how the free world sees us, and neutral countries; Freedom Academy]

Alan G. Grant, Jr., Personal, 1962 [National Security Seminar; Grant to ABC, critical of broadcast by Howard K. Smith on Richard Nixon; conflict between liberals and conservatives is holding up the Freedom Academy bill, Senator Dodd supports it and Senator Fulbright and Rep. Frances Walter are holding it up; Smathers testimonial dinner]

Box 24 Alan G. Grant, Jr., Personal, 1963 [booklet on two Academy bills; letter, Grant to C. D. Jackson re Hungarian refugees and Soviet colonialism; statement by Grant to Senate Foreign Relations Committee on S. 414; Council Against Communist Aggression, plan for counteraction against Communism, establish Free World Commission and Academy]

Alan G. Grant, Jr., Personal, 1964 [conference on Cold War Education, paper, The Way to Win; Callaway Gardens, encampment]

Alan G. Grant, Jr., Personal, 1965 [speech by Senator Dodd, Vietnam and the New Isolationism; Cold War Council; article on journalism and the Cold War]

Alan G. Grant, Jr., Personal [1966-2001] [booklet, The History of Communist Takeovers by Thomas T. Hammond; Security and Intelligence Foundation; Radio of Free Asia]

[Alan G. Grant, Jr., Personal, 2001-2003] [letter by Grant explaining the fight for the Freedom Academy and the National Academy proposal, the Orlando Committee; letters on cancer therapy]

Alan G. Grant, Jr., Personal—Expenses & Donations, 1959-1964 (1) - (3) [travel and telephone expenses; office supplies; donations; airlines, taxis, hotels, meals, tips, other trip expenses]

SERIES III. FREEDOM ACADEMY, ARTICLES AND CLIPPINGS, 1954-1975

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1954-1955 [resolution by Orlando Junior Chamber of Commerce; American Committee for Cultural Freedom; biographical information on Grant and others; notes on nature of political warfare; booklet on The Organizational Weapon by Philip Selznick]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1956-1958 [report of American Bar Assn., A Special Committee on Communist Tactics, Strategy, and Objectives; Ideology of Freedom vs. Ideology of Communism, Dr. Charles Wesley Lowry; draft of House bill no. 1620; revolution in Hungary and Soviet response]
Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1959 (1 - 2) [Bang-Jensen; Freedom Academy bill; Representative Francis Walter opposes bill; Senator Karl Mundt supports bill; editorial comments on Freedom Commission Act; statement by Rep. A. S. Herlong, Jr. on Cold War and Freedom Commission]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1960 (1 - 2) [Communist spies; Freedom Academy bill, support for; Senate approves bill; Senate report on S. 1689; Cuba; Church League of America; articles by Herbert Philbrick, “World Order Study Conference-Moscow’s Mouthpiece,” criticizes the National Council of Churches for promoting Communism; remarks by Rep. Donald L. Jackson on floor of House, 3-3-60; HUAC hearings, 2-25-60]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1961 (1 - 2) [Freedom Studies Center, Institute for American Strategy; Meet the Press transcript, 12-31-61, Allen Dulles interview; article on conservative extremists; Neutron Bomb; Berlin; anti-Communist training, Christian Anti-Communism Crusade; Herbert Philbrick; H.R. 9118, Public Law 87-297, 9-26-61; Meet the Press transcript, 9-24-61, interview of Robert F. Kennedy, Attorney General; angry Americans or militants, Sen. Goldwater, Robert Welch; Senator Mundt; political warfare; Orlando Junior College; editorial, Freedom Academy a Socialist Scheme; Bill Bunge, Rep. A.S. Herlong]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1961 (3) [Alan Grant; Senator Mundt; Rep. Walter Judd; Freedom Academy Dinner, 3-18-61; support for Freedom Commission and Freedom Academy; Academy bill]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1962 (1 - 2) [article, “Threat to Unity on Berlin”; State Dept. opposes Freedom Academy; article on disarmament of U.S. by Cross Publications; report of the President’s Advisory Panel on a National Academy of Foreign Affairs, 12-17-62; letter to Pres. Kennedy from Anti-Communism Confederation of Polish Freedom Fighters; Committee for Foreign Affairs, report on Personnel for “New Diplomacy;” Senator Thomas Dodd; USSR; Cuba; Edward Hunter, Anti-Communist Liaison; Freedom University of the Air; Senator Holland re school integration and incident in Mississippi; Foreign Service Institute, When Americans Live Abroad]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1962 (3 - 5) [book by D. F. Fleming; Project Alert of Central Florida; articles on economic issues, taxes, Soviet economy, urban renewal, powers of FTC; Foreign Service Institute, schedule for training seminar, Current Problems of the Developing Areas; article on Cold War Propagandists Who Pervert History; Senator Strom Thurmond, the right to know our enemy and how to fight Communism]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1962 (6) [Gallup Poll re support for Freedom Academy; right-wing extremism; Dutton to Senator Fulbright re State Dept.’s response to Freedom Academy bill; Foreign Service Institute, catalog of
courses; letter by Arthur G. McDowell, Director of International Labor Relations, Upholsterer’s International Union]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1963 (1) [Peace Corps program; article re disbanding of Orlando Committee for the Freedom Academy, 10-16-63; H.R. 3668, bill to establish a National Academy of Foreign Affairs; Senator Mundt to Grant re meeting of Senate Foreign Relations Committee and Senator Fulbright]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1963 (2) [confusion over Freedom Academy vs. National Academy of Foreign Affairs supported by Pres. Kennedy and Sec. of State Dean Rusk; Reader’s Digest article; Cuban refugees; support for Academy]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1963 (3) [report by Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, “The Communist International Youth and Student Apparatus;” Council Against Communist Aggression; Anti-Communist Liaison, Edward Hunter; Senator Proxmire; questions for Grant regarding the Freedom Academy]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1963 (4) [China; France-Algeria; Council of the Organization of American States study re Communist subversion in Latin America]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1963 (5) [book, Strike in the West, by James Daniel and John G. Hubbell; booklet, Freedom University of the Air; bulletin of International Peasant Union, articles on Soviet peasants, Red China, Bulgaria, Communist world; Sen. Proxmire for Freedom Academy and Sen. Stephen Young against it; U.S. policy in Congo and Latin America; China; newsletter by Foundation for Religious Action in the Social and Civil Order, article on the Church in the USSR]

Box 26 Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1964 (1) [newsletter from Freedom Builders of America, are Americans being “brain-washed into slavery?”; Christian Freedom Foundation; bumper sticker and newsletter from Polish Freedom Fighters]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1964 (2) [House Committee on Foreign Affairs, report on Ideological Operations and Foreign Policy; article, Dr. Spock fears stress in Cold War children; newsletter from Polish Freedom Fighters; letter, McDowell, Council Against Communist Aggression, to Senator Fulbright re foreign policy toward Soviet Union; minutes of meeting of the Council Against Communist Aggression, 3-14-64; newsletter of the Assembly of Captive European Nations]
Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1965 [U.S. in Vietnam; Freedom Academy bill revived]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, 1966-1975 [article on Solzhenitsyn’s warning to America; American Security Council, Washington Report, West Berlin and the Soviet Game in Germany; article claims bill to create the Freedom Academy died in the House in 1960 because of opposition by anti-Communist Rep. Francis Walter who feared the Communists would penetrate the Academy, “spy phobia”; Pres. Johnson and Vietnam]

Freedom Academy, Articles and Clippings, Undated (1) - (3) [clippings re support for the Academy and opposition by the Dept. of State; booklet, Institute for American Strategy; draft press release regarding the disbanding of the Orlando Committee; declaration against the admission of Communist China to the U.N.]

Box 27 [Freedom Academy, Scrapbook, April 1959- Nov. 1960] [clippings relating to Freedom Academy bill and efforts to pass it]

SERIES IV. PRINTED MATERIALS, 1955-1967


[Printed Materials, 1955-1967] (2) [Congressional Record for Feb. 4, 1965, p. 1997 comments on Freedom Academy; report of the Committee on Cold War Education to the National Governor’s Conference, 6-10-64]

[Printed Materials, 1955-1967] (3) - (4) [hearings before the House Committee on Un-American Activities on various bills to create a Freedom Commission and a Freedom Academy, Feb., April, and May 1964]


[Printed Materials, 1955-1967] (9) [two issues of The New Leader, taxes, budgets, DeGaulle, Charles Dickens, Cuban prisoner ransom, two Germanys, Bamboo Curtain, Boris Pasternak; booklet, Cuban group denounces sea trade with Communist Cuba; report of the Committee on Cold War Education, 1963; booklet, Movimiento Unida Revolucionaria, dangers of Communism in Western Hemisphere; report of President’s Advisory Panel on a National Academy of Foreign Affairs, 1962]

Box 29


[Printed Materials, 1955-1967] (11) [five issues of The New Leader, articles on China, Soviet literature, India, Cuba, Italy, Kennedy’s chances in Congress, West Germany, the Negro and labor, Ghana, tax cuts, big government, Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt, NAACP and labor, Kennedy and integration in Mississippi, Argentina, Macmillan, the Bolshoi; article on Conflict Management by Edward S. Butler]


Communist Ideology Strategy and Tactics, Counter Insurgency Dept., Army Special Warfare School, Fort Bragg, Jan. 1962, Communist View of History, Revolution, Strategy and Tactics

Box 30


Box 31


[Printed Materials, 1955-1967] (27) - (30) [HUAC reports on the Communist Conspiracy, Strategy and Tactics of World Communism, 5-29-56]

[Printed Materials, 1955-1967] (31) [book, *Program for a Political Offensive Against World Communism, A Memorandum by David Sarnoff*, 4-5-55, waging and winning the Cold War; brochure, Council Against Communist Aggression, Alan Grant on the National Committee; booklet by Council Against Communist Aggression, Program for a Political Offensive Against World Communism, Democracy’s Unused Weapon; Institute for America Strategy; German government report on the heart of Germany, The Zonal Border (in both German and English)]

[Printed Materials, 1955-1967] (32) [List of items transferred to the Book Collection]